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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we shall be concerned with the existence of positive solutions for the following 
Dirichlet problem: 
-ApU = f(x, u), in ~, 
u = 0, on 0~, (1) 
where ApU := div(tVu[P-2Vu) (p > 1) is the p-Laplacian, ~ is a bounded domain in R N (N > p) 
with smooth boundary 0~. We assume that f(x, t) satisfies 
(F1) f(x,t) E C(~ × R); f(x,t) > 0, Vt > 0, x E ~ and f(x,t) - O, Vt < O, x E ~; 
(F2) limt-~o(f(x,t)/t p-l) = F >- 0 and limt~oo(f(x,t)/t p-~) ---- v > 0 uniformly in x e ~. 
Recall that f(x, t) is called asymptotically inear at infinity if (/'2) holds with ~, < +co and 
p=2. 
By a solution u of problem (1), we mean that u solves (1) in the weak sense, i.e., u satisfies 
~ [Vulp-2Vu. Vvdx = /Df(x,u)vdx, Vv E WI'p(~2). 
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Moreover, by a positive solution u of (1), we mean that u is a weak solution of (1) and u(x) is 
strictly positive in ~. 
By condition (F2), the nonlinear term f(x,t)  is asymptotic to t p-1 as t ~ +cxD. In this case, 
many authors tried to use min-maximal method to study the existence of problem (1) on bounded 
domain ~, see, e.g., [1,2] (p = 2) and [3-6] (for general p > 1), or ~ = ]R N, see, e.g., [7,8] and the 
references therein. However, to the authors' knowledge, the results for problem (1) on bounded 
domain are only for the case of # < },1 and v > A1 in (F2), where A1 is the first eigenvaiue of 
( -Ap ,  W01'v(a)), i.e., 
f 
A1 := inf Ja[VulPdx 
°e~eWo~"(fl) ~ lu l  p dx 
In the present paper, we use the topological degree arguments to deal with the existence of 
problem (1), we discuss both the case of # < ;h, u > At, and the case of/~ > A1, v < A1. 
Our main results are as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that f(x, t) satisfies (FI) and (F2) with # > A1, u < )~1. Then problem (1) 
has a positive solution. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that f(x, t) satisfies (F1) and (F2) with # < A1, ~' > A1. Then problem (1) 
has a positive solution. 
REMARK i. 
(i) By conditions (F1) and (F2), it is clear that the nonlinear term f(x, s) is, in fact, asymp- 
totically "linear", not "superlinear", with respect to s p-1 at infinity. This means that 
the famous (AR)-condition (there exist constants 0 > 0 and M > 0 such that 0 < 
(p + O)fo f (x , t )dt  <_ f(x,s)s, for all [s I :> M and a.e. x e ~) and its generalization 
(cf. [3]) cannot be assumed in our cases. 
(ii) We do not need the assumption that v < A2 in Theorem 2 which is essential in [6]. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
Throughout his paper, we denote by E the Sobolev space W~'V(~) (N > p > 1) with the norm 
]]ul[ -- {f~ IVu]P dx} I/p, by " --~ " the weak convergence in E, and by (., .} the duality pairing 
between E* and E. Let V = {u e E l u(x) > 0 a.e. in ~}, V* = {f  e E* ] (f,u) > O, Vu E V}, 
v~ = {u e v I I1~11 < r}. 
We define the operators J ,  • : E --+ E* as 
<y(~),~) =f~ IV~lP-2Vu. V~dx, <~=(~), ) = f~ f(x,~D~dx, 
for all qo e E. Since f(x, t) satisfies (F1) and (F2), f is of subcritical growth. By the standard 
argument we know that ~" is completely continuous (i.e., 5 r is continuous and compact). 
It follows from [9, Lemma 3.3] that j -1  : E* --4 E is bounded and continuous. We see that 
J - I (V* )  c V. Indeed, Vh E V*, if f~I~Tulp-2Vu. VTdx = f~hTdx holds for all ~ C E, it 
implies by taking ~ = u -  := max{-u ,  0} that u(x) >_ 0 a.e. in ft. 
Since we are concerned with the existence of positive solutions of problem (1) in this paper, 
we may consider the following operator equation: 
J (u )  = 7(u) ,  u e V. (2) 
Notice that V is a closed convex subset of E, it is a retract of E. Let U be a bounded open 
subset of V. If equation (2) has no solution on OU, that is, the completely continuous operator 
Jy  := j -1  o ~" : U --4 V has no fixed point on OU, then according to Amann [10, Section 11], 
there exists an integer i ( JF ,  U, V) (which is regarded as an index of a fixed point) satisfying the 
following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 1. 
(i) I f i ( JF ,  U,V) ¢ O, then (2) has a solution u e U. 
(ii) If q E J (U), then for any constant mapping satisfying 2F(u) =_ q, we have i ( JF ,  U, V) = 1. 
(iii) For every pair of disjoint open subsets Ui, Us of U such that equation (2) has no solution 
on O \ (U~ U U2), then i ( JF ,  U, V) = i(flF, U~, V) + i ( J v ,  U2, V),  where i ( J v ,  Uk, V) = i(JFlo~,Uk,V), k = 1,2. 
(iv) For every compact interval I C N and every completely continuous homotopy ~ : I x ~] --* 
V* such that the equation o'T(u) = ~(t ,  u) has no solution for (t, u) E I x OU, then 
i( f lH(t, .) ,U,V) is independent oft  E I, where 3"H := f l - i  07-/. 
3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We will show that the index i ( JF ,  Vr ,  V)  takes different values for 
small r and for large r. 
Let g : E --* E* be defined by 
(g(u), ~) = j~ ]u(x) lP-2u(x)~odx, V~o E E. 
Then, ~ is completely continuous by the Sobolev embedding theorem. 
Define a completely continuous homotopy 
"H(t, u) := t#~(u) + (1 - t)JF(u), 0 < t < 1. 
We show now that there exists an r0 > 0 such that the operator equation 
j(~) = x(t, ~) 
has no solution on [0, 1] x 0Vr,  for all r : 0 < r < r0. 
Indeed, if not, we can find {un} C V and {tn} C [0, 1] with un 2* 0 in E, un¢  0, t~ ~ t E [0, 1] 
such that 
j (u . )  = ~( t . ,  u.). 
Let v,~ = u,~/[[u~[I , then we have, for any ~ e E, 
£1Vv~l'-~Vvn. V~dx=~t~j~Ui~d~+(1-t~)£ f(~'~")~d~. (3) 
Since f satisfies (F2), we may express f as 
f (x , t )= l~tv - l  +g(x,t) ,  Vxeg~,  t>O,  (4) 
with g satisfying 
lim g(x,t) _ O, uniformly in x e ~. (Gi) 
t ---*0+ tP -1  
Then, (3) can be written as 
f f g(x, un) 
/IW'-I~-~w'- "V~dx= ~ I ~-~od:~ + (1 - t . )  I ~,dx. 
df~ 
(5) 
First, we claim that 
lim sup [ g(x,u) , O. 
IINl~O Ii~,ll<i jf~ ~ Iq°l ax = 
(6) 
For proving (6), we borrow an argument from [11] where it appears in the proof of Lemma 3.6. 
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It follows from (G1) that, Vg > 0, there exists 61 > 0 such that 
Ig(x,t)l 
tp_---- i -<g ,  fo r0<t<61 and xEf~.  
Set ~a, -- {x • ~ ] u(x) >_ 61} and v(x) = u(x)/]]u]l , then we have 
/~ Ig(x' dx --~ /~ Ig(x'u) l (V(z~P--1]CI~{X~I sup u(x))i]V(x)[ sup (u(x))p_l H , , ,, dx 
I1~11<1 \fl~ [[u[[ p-1 I1~11<1 \~ 
_< sup & _< c1 , 
II~11<1 JR 
for some constant cI > 0. Then for any ~ > 0, we can choose g with c1# < z/2 and determine a
corresponding 61 such that the above inequality holds. 
Since f satisfies (F1) and (F2), we may assume g satisfies 
Ig(x,t)l ~_C2(tP-l-{-tq-1), VX•~,  t>O, 
with some constants c2 > 0 and q : p < q < p* = Np/ (N  - p). 
Let HuH < 8 and ]]~]] _< 1, it follows from the above inequality and the HSlder as well as the 
Sobolev inequalities that 
Ig(x' U)I I~] dx < C 2 vP--II~I dx + i- dx 
IMI p -1  - 
(7) 
/ f x (q--1)/q 1/q 
<_c3(la~l l (q-p)/q+hq-p),  
where ca > 0 is a positive constant and ]£al ] is the Lebesgue measure of f l~. Moreover, there 
exists a constant ca > 0 such that 
511t2a, I < f u(x)dx <__ f u(x)dx <_ c45, if Ilull < 5. 
Taking 5 > 0 small enough such that max{ (¢45115) (q-p)/q, 5q-P}c3 < E/4 and using (7), we have 
shown that 
/~ ]g(x,u(x))l , ,  E 
sup ~ T(x) dx < -~ 
IIv, ll<l ~ 
whenever IMI < 5. This completes the proof of (6). 
Now, we continue to the proof of Theorem 1. Since {vn} is bounded in V, we may assume, by 
passing to a subsequence if necessary, that v,~ n v0 E V. By the complete continuity of ~ and 
p--1 the continuity of ,:7 -1, it follows from (5) and (6) that v0 = J - l (#G(Vo)) ,  i.e., -Apvo  -- tzv o • 
Taking ~ = Vn in (5) and letting n ~ ~,  this gives that 1 = #f~v~-~dx,  this implies that 
0 < Vo ~ 0. Notice that # > A1, this contradicts the fact that every eigenfunction corresponding 
to the eigenvalue 0 < £ (¢  A1) of ( -Ap ,  W01'P(fl)) must change sign, see, for example, [12]. So, 
we have proved that there exists an r0 > 0 such that the operator equation J (u )  = 7-/(t, u) has 
no solution on [0, 1] × 0V~, for all r : 0 < r < r0. 
It yields by (iv) of Proposition 1 that for all r : 0 < r < r0, 
i(.TF, V~, V) = i(JH(O, "), V~, V) = i(JH(1,-), V . ,  V) = i ( J .g ,  V . ,  V), (8) 
where  :-- o 
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Next, we turn to proving that for all r > 0, i ( J#a,  V~, V) -- 0. 
In order to do this, we define a completely continuous homotopy ~ : [0, 1] × E ~ E*, for all 
~oEE,  0 <t< 1, by 
where 0 < h(x) E C~¢(f~) and h(x) ~ O. 
We claim that the operator equation 
= 
has no solution on [0, 1] x 0V~, for all r > 0. Otherwise, there exists some to E [0, 1] such that 
the equation 
- -Apu = ~tU p-1 -[- toh(x), u E V, 
or equivalently, 
--Apl/, = )~1 up-1  + [(p, -- )~l)~t p-1 + toh(x)] ,  ~t e V ,  (9) 
l,ol has a nontrivial solution u0, hence, u0 E Qoc (~) for some 0 < a < 1 (cf. [13,14]), and then 
uo(x) > 0 in ~ by the strong maximum principle (cf. [15]). 
Notice that # > At. It follows that (# - A1)u p-1 + rob(x) > 0. This is impossible since equa- 
tion (9) has no positive solution, see, for example, [16]. Consequently, by (iv) of Proposition 1, 
we have 
i (J,g, Vr, V) = i ( JR(0,-) ,  Vr,  V) = i (J~q (1, .), Vr,  V ) ,  (10) 
for all r > 0. The above argument also shows that for all r > 0, the equation 
--Apu = #u v-1 + h(x), u ~ V~, 
has no solution. Thus, i ( J~(1,  . ) ,V r ,V )  = 0. It implies from (8) and (10) that there exists an 
r0 > 0 such that for all r : 0 < r < r0, 
i (Jv, Vr, V) = O. (11) 
Finally, we complete the proof of Theorem 1 by showing that 
i (JR, VR, V) = 1, for large R. 
For this purpose, we define a completely continuous homotopy/C : [0, 1] x E -~ E* by 
t : ( t ,  = o < t < 1, 
then we are going to prove that there exists an R0 > 0 such that the operator equation 
has no solution on [0, 1] x OVR, for all R > R0. 
Arguing by contradiction, we can find {un} 
tn n to E [0, 1] satisfying 
C V and {t,~} E 
fa lVuniP-2Vu~ . V~dx = t~ /~ f(x,u~)~dx, 
[0, 1] such that II~nll oo, 
'v'~ E E. 
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Let v~ = u,~/llu,~ll. Without loss of generality, we may assume that v~ ~ ~ e V,  and by the 
above equality, {v~} satisfies, for all ~ G E, that 
I f  [VvnJ,-2VVn . V~dx = tnu / vpn-l~dx q_tn /~ f(X'Un) -- UUPn--1 
ii, nil,,_ V X. (12) 
By condition (F2), we know 
lim f (x,  t) - ut p-1 
t.-. oo tp- 1 
Similar to (6), in the case of Ilull --* ec, we have also that 
lim sup f f (x '  u) - uu p-1 
II ,II--,oo II ,II<_I Jn llull v-1 
= 0, uniformly in x E ft. 
I~1 dx = O. (13) 
It follows from the complete continuity of ~', the continuity of j - l ,  (12) and (13) that V satisfies 
-Ap~ = tou ~p-1 and 1 = toy f~ ~P(x) dx. (14) 
It follows from (14), the regularity result (cf. [13,14]), and the strong maximum principle (cf. [15]) 
that O(x) > 0 in f/, which means ~ is a positive eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue 
0 < t0u < A1 of (--Av, WoLV(f~)). But this is impossible (cf. [12]). Hence, there ex is ts /~ > 0 
such that the operator equation J (u )  = K:(t, u) has no solution on [0, 1] x 0VR, for all R > Ro. 
Hence, by (ii) and (iv) of Proposition 1, for all r > R0, 
i ( J F ,Vr ,V )  = i ( JK(1, . ) ,V r ,V )  = i ( Jg (0 ,  . ) ,V r ,V )  = 1. (15) 
By (11), (15), and (iii) of Proposition 1, we know that there exist r and R with 0 < r < r0 < 
R0 < R such that 
i ( JF ,  VR \ V r ,V )  = i ( J F ,Vn ,  V)  - i ( J F ,V~,V)  = 1, 
which gives that problem (1) has a nonnegative nontrivial solution fi E VR \ VT, again by the 
regularity result (cf. [13,14]) and the strong maximum principle (cf. [15]), we finally have fi(x) > 0 
in ~. | 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. By the argument of the proof of Theorem 1, we show that i ( JF ,  VT, V) 
= 1 for small r and i ( J F ,VR,  V)  -~ 0 for large R. Hence, the conclusion holds. | 
REMARK 2. Theorem 2 is, in fact, a special case of Theorem 1.2 in [17], where the proof is 
variational while the proof of Theorem 2 in this paper is based on the degree theory as the same 
pattern as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
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